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COAL CONVERSION PROJECT TESTING CONTINUES 
CHARLESTON, IL--The Capital Development Board is continuing 
the testing of the Coal Conversion Project at Eastern Illinois 
University, following operation of the emission control system 
designed to eliminate fly ash. 
The system, called the "baghouse", uses bag filters which 
work like the filters in a vacuum sweeper to eliminate particulate 
(minute and sepacate particles). 
With activation of the anti-pollution systems, the dark 
smoke seen during eacliec testing will be eliminated during 
normal operation of the project. Howevec, should the system 
have to be shut down oc problems occur, some darker smoke may 
again appear. The Capital Development Board, which is coordinating 
all testing, is assuring all activities are conducted in strict 
compliance with Environmental Protection guidelines. Testing 
is expected to last for several more months. 
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ADD 1/1/1/1 COAL CONVERSION 
The Illinois Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) believes 
the system's emission control measures are "state of the art" 
and will exceed all state and federal standards for removing 
sulfur dioxide or particulate matter as the coal is burned. 
The route travelled by the exhaust gases from the burning 
coal is from the boiler to the "economizer" (an efficiency 
improvement step in the exhaust gas purification system), to 
the baghouse, to the flue gas desulfurization equipment (FGDS), 
also called the "Scrubber". 
The result is a clean stream of gases. The FGDS adds 
water vapor to the flue gas, resulting in a plume, discharged 
into the atmosphere from a 150-foot stack. The plume, often 
mistaken for white smoke, is actually only harmless water droplets. 
The basic components of the project are the reactivation 
of three coal-fired boilers (one conversion has been completed) 
and the modification of two existing gas-fired boilers to burn 
both oil and gas. The system's multi-fuel capability will 
be a definite upgrade of the institution's power plant facility. 
The Coal Conversion Project was initiated by Governor 
James Thompson in 1980 when he placed Eastern Illinois University 
on a list of public institutions which would return to the 
use of coal as a steam-generating heat source. The project 
is funded by both the state and federal governments and will 
switch the fuel for the heating and cooling systems of the 
University from natural gas to coal. 
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